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Relied on by students, professors, and practitioners, Erwin Chemerinsky s popular treatise clearly

states the law and identifies the underlying policy issues in each area of constitutional law.

Thorough coverage of the topic makes it appropriate for both beginning and advanced courses.This

new, Fifth Edition features updated material throughout, including:Significant attention given to

developments in law since publication of previous editionNew material on standing, congressional

power, presidential power and the war on terror; preemption, school desegregation; abortion rights

and voting rightsCovers First Amendment issues concerning speech and religionIncludes recent

and significant cases: Hein v. Freedom from Religion Foundation; Boumediene v. Bush; Hamdan v.

Rumsfeld; Wyeth v. Levine; Philip Morris USA v. Williams
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I wasn't fortunate to get placed with the best ConLaw professor and this book has saved me! This

book does an amazing job of going into the analysis of each case and explaining how they all fit

together. I got Example and Explanations for Property, but for Con Law this book is the way to go!

Makes constitutional law easier to understand. This won't make it easy, but it will make it easier to

understand. Definitely recommend it to any first year student, it helps explain the cases in a different

way. There is an obvious left-leaning bias in some of the explanations as a warning.



Con law demystified. I can't have survived the semester without this. I suggest you read this before

you read the actual case so that your understanding is clear!

This has been a great reference for me to return to briefly review or shore up my understanding on a

particular topic throughout the semester. As a consequence, my finals review was not nearly as

difficult or taxing as it needed to be. I recommend buying it at the beginning and keeping it within

reach as much as possible. For the most part, the book synthesizes the subject well. The

Substantive Due Process explanations were not as deep as I would have hoped, but everything

else was great. I wish it was of a little heartier construction, as I plan on keeping it for future

reference.

I cannot reccomend this book enough! It explains everything so clearly. Con law can be very hard to

understand at times but this book is a lifesaver! This book is the reason I got an A!

This book is phenomenal. I was understanding Constitutional Law but this book just took my

understanding to a whole new level. This book went deeper than just my text book or other briefing

books. Its heavy but definitely rich with information. Worth it!

I bought this supplement because I was struggling to understand my fantastic but hard to follow Con

Law professor during 1L. It did not disappoint. The book is organized, easy to understand, and

articulates rules and tests very clearly. I am using it now for Con Rights so I am definitely getting the

bang for my buck. Would highly recommend to any law student who needs a simpler way to

understand dense SCOTUS prose.

If it had full cases (or abridged versions), would be tremendous casebook!A bit more than a

hornbook, less than a treatise.Clearly conveys the topics and themes.
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